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GREASE DEVOURING LIFT STATION 
CLEANER

Description:
The one-hour solution to grease problems.  Ultra-concentrated, stabilized 

bio-oxidant solution devours hydrocarbons from lift stations, drain lines, and 
grease traps.  Excellent for total system cleanout prior to starting a biological or 

chemical preventative maintenance program such as Momar's 8-Alive™ or Grrreat 
Grape™. 

Benefits:
•  100% biodegradable

•  Devours grease, oil, fat, and other hydrocarbons
on contact

• Eliminates organic odors that bother neighbors 
and employees

• Increases dissolved oxygen, which boosts biological 
metabolic activity

•  Scavenges poisonous hydrogen sul�de, preventing it 
from corroding metal surfaces
•  USDA L1

Application:
LIFT STATIONS: HydroClean is perfect for annual deep cleaning of lift stations or for use as an initial deep 
cleaning prior to starting a biological or chemical lift station maintenance program such as Momar’s 
Bactozyme™ Blocks or Momar’s Grrreat Grape™ Lift Station Degreaser.
 
DRAINS & GREASE TRAPS: HydroClean is ideally suited to remove heavy grease buildups in drain lines 
and grease traps. Because HydroClean is non-caustic and non-acid, it can be used in any drain or trap 
to provide a deep cleaning prior to starting a Momar drain or grease trap maintenance program such 
as Momar’s 8-Alive™ Maintain-A-Drain™ program.
 
See product label and consult your Momar Representative for directions and other application tips.

Specifications:
Hydroclean is a clear, colorless solution and has the viscosity of water and a slight vinegar 

odor.  At full strength, Hydroclean contains >15% pure available Oxygen and has a pH of 3, 
but once reacted with organic soil the pH is neutral.  Hydroclean weighs 9.2 - 10.0 pounds 

per gallon (1.1-1.2g/ml) and freezes at -30ºF.  Though it is not foamy in concentrated 
form, it does produce a signi�cant amount of foam during reaction with organic soil.  

With a Health rating of 3, a Flammability rating of 0, and a Reactivity rating of 2, 
personnel using Hydroclean are recommended to wear chemical resistant 

aprons, gloves, and safety glasses.  6 month shelf-life if left unopened.
1 month shelf-life once opened.


